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Subject of the Grievance
These grievances originated from three headquarters in North Valley a.ndallege that the
Company is using Title 300 Fleet employees to perform Title 200 fleet work, in lieu of
backfilling Title 200 Fleet positions.

Facts of the Case
The three headquarters are all reporting locations for Title 200 and Title 300 Fleet
employees. Each case contained information regarding staffing levels for both T200 and
T300 fleet employees at the headquarters for the past several years. Also included was
information concerning the type and amount of equipment, as well as, the percentages
of time that each employee spent working on either T200 or T300 equipment.

Discussion
In reviewing the data, the Union opined that increasingly T300 employees were
performing work on Title 200 equipment, in lieu of filling T200 vacancies. The Union
believes this is a violation of the intent of the language in Letter Agreement R2-96-107,
paragraph C-2, which states that, "In general, the Title 300 employees will support the
Title 300 work force and the Title 200 employees will support the Title 200 work force.
But either group can perform work on any Company vehicle or piece of equipment. II

Union believes the current assignment of the work is not consistent with the intent of
this language.

The Company concluded that absent specific information to the contrary, it would
appear that work assignments are dependent on conditions at the time, and that the
Company is prudently managing resources to accomplish work and maintain job security.
Additionally, the Company noted the job security provisions of Letter Agreement R2-96-
107, paragraph A-1, regarding the obligation to maintain a vehicle to employee ratio of
35: 1, is intact.
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Decision
The parties agreed that whenever vacancies occur in either T200 or T300 Fleet, an
evaluation should be made as to whether or not the position needs to be filled, and if so,
whether it should be filled as a T200 position or a T300 position, keeping in mind the
commitments reached in paragraphs A-1 and C-2 of Letter Agreement R2-96-1 07.

The Committee agreed to close them without adjustment. Union will be monitoring and
reserves the right to grieve this issue again in the future.
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